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SOME FRENCH PEOPLE DISOBEY AND DISRESPECT THE NATIONAL
LOCKDOWN RECOMMENDATIONS
CURFEW IN NICE OVER COVID-19 OUBTBREAK

Paris, Washington DC, 22.03.2020, 01:02 Time

USPA NEWS - The coronavirus pandemic is advancing at high speed: worldwide, more than 291,420 people have been infected in
165 countries (6,557 more new cases in Italy, and a total of infected cases are 14,459 in France), and more than and more than
12,725 death in the world have died (4,825 in Italy, 562 in France, 112 more death in 24h in France). Over a billion people are
quarantined worldwide in 35 countries. In the United States, 30% of the population is, to varying degrees, placed in confinement,
notably in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago. The toll continues to increase in the world. Only Russia will send specialists and
equipment to help the Italian authorities, whose death toll due to COVID-19 is catastrophic, Saturday March 21, Italy recorded a new
record, with 793 people died in 24 hours or 4,825 dead since the onset of the epidemic on the other side of the Alps. Italian authorities
have also announced 6,557 new positive cases, another record. The Milan region, Lombardy (north) is the most affected in the country
with 546 new deaths and half of the new cases registered.[Updated on Thursday March 21 at 8:10 pm]

The toll continues to increase in the world. Only Russia will send specialists and equipment to help the Italian authorities, whose death
toll due to COVID-19 is catastrophic, Saturday March 21, Italy recorded a new record, with 793 people died in 24 hours or 4,825 dead
since the onset of the epidemic on the other side of the Alps. Italian authorities have also announced 6,557 new positive cases,
another record. The Milan region, Lombardy (north) is the most affected in the country with 546 new deaths and half of the new cases
registered. In addition, all the medical teams are out of breath and are saturated hospital equipment. While China has not reported any
new local cases of Covid-19 in the past three days. As already mentioned by WHO, Europe has officially become the epicenter of the
epidemic which has caused the confinement of nearly a billion people worldwide. The situation in Spain is also worsening with 1,326
new deaths in 24 hours, ie 32% more deaths compared to the previous day.[Updated on Thursday March 21 at 8:10 pm] Source: AFP,
Le Monde, UN, WHO

PDT MACRON ANNOUNCED THE NATIONAL LOCKDOWN ON 17TH MARCH FOR 2 WEEKS TO BE REPEATED
The quarantine in France was announced, by the President of the Republic, Emmanuel Macron, for 15 days, since 17th March at
noon, by "the restriction of movements and visits to the strict minimum, for no other reason than vital or vital work, a from tomorrow at
noon "It is an" Italian "confinement to avoid clogging up the hospitals which are saturated in the Great East of France, and in view of
the exponential growth in the number of COVID-infected - 19. The social distanciation has not been fairly effective in France where
some citizen seem to take it too easy, and not really respecting the quarantine, and still going out without holding their Pass certificate,
or, still gathering, or simply keeping their ancient thym while facing the novel virus“¦..A shocking situation as the death toll is rising up
and the French hospitals are overwhelmed, with Doctors, multiplying the calls for being more responsible and more reasonable to
avoid piling up in intensive care“¦.where the beds are scarcely available. President Macron also announced the deployment of a
military hospital with 30 beds, (at least) and including nurses, doctors at least, which will be installed tomorrow. This hospital will be
run by two staff headquarters. The French head of state has repeatedly mentioned the very evocative and serious term of "We are at
war (Sanitary)"
[Updated on Thursday March 21 at 9:35 pm]

IN PARIS & ELSEWHERE MANY FRENCH PEOPLE DO NOT RESPECT THE CONTAINMENT DESPITE THE RISKS OF
CONTAMINATION-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Videos circulate on social networks and via the media, highlighting the lack of civility and erses of the instructions concerning the
confinement that started, since March 17, 2020, and which is likely to be extended for another 15 days. state gives the velocity of the
evolution of the propagation curve of the coronavirus in France. Indeed, in Paris, Belleville and Barbes, in the marches, people move
without masks or gloves and do not respect the social distancing of 1 meter, and to do not present the certificate on the honor of exit,
mandatory, otherwise a fine of € 135 is applied. And then there are even those who are aggressive towards police officers, themselves
deprived of protective masks. Parisians, swinging along the banks of the Seine, jogging, rollerblading, wandering their children like a



usual Sunday afternoon. Like those also who fled the capital by rushing up on each other to buckle up to access the TGV train wagons
and go to the provinces to "confine themselves" in their second residences or with grandparents. Many have emptied their cellars by
taking their best wines, ... as if they were going to organize a party! They just forget that the hospitals of the provincial towns or small
villages are small and tone in gall captured of reception in normal times .... Not to mention those who rob shops as well as supermarket
distributors have explained that France has what fed all the mode on crying months and that there is no expected shortage“¦

POLICE OFFICERS GIVEN 4,095 FINES IN A DAY FOR NON-RESTRICTED QUARANATINE
The police verbalized pulse 4,095 people, in a first day of confinement, after Aprils council 70,000 people. That makes a lot. Some
French people have confused quarantine with vacancies, with partial unemployment "reimburses, after the State". Many citizens
refuse to go to work, claiming that they are in danger of death and therefore declare their "right of withdrawal" like these cases of
supermarket cashiers and workers in the canters of Saint Nazaire. A woman in Paris 18th, has just assaulted a policeman and he
coughs and spits on her while resuming being infected with Coronavirus ... .. Another woman bronze in the sun on the beach of Nice
and answer a journalist "that she will pay for it" € 135 fine and that she tanned benefited from the sun “�. Unconsciousness or
irresponsibility, or lack of civility, all this reveals the flaws of the French society, very fractured, of which some citizens prove to be
disrespectful of the law and barely repressed, and seemingly gleefully endanger themselves, as well as relatives And the others“¦.
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